
Description Steer 
(FMSI / Friction)

Drive / Trailer
(FMSI / Friction)

Bendix® OE 
Friction

4719E2 / ES950 
PN: KT4719E2950

4709E2 / ES420 
PN: KT4709E2420

TRAILER 
ONLY

4719E2 / ES950 
PN: KT4719E2950 

4726E2 / ES420 
PN: KT4726E2420

4725E2 / ES950 
PN: KT4725E2950

4726E2 / ES420 
PN: KT4726E2420

4720Q / ES420 
PN: KT4720Q420

4707Q / ES420 
PN: KT4707Q420

4715Q / ES600 
PN: KT4715Q600

4711Q / ES420 
PN: KT4711Q420

Bendix® 
Advanced 

Friction

4719E2 / BA202R 
PN: KT4719E2BA202R 

4726E2 / BA202R 
PN: KT4726E2BA202R

TRAILER 
ONLY

4719E2 / BA202R 
PN: KT4719E2BA232R 

4709E2 / BA202R 
PN: KT4709E2BA232R

4720Q / BA202R 
PN: KT4720QBA202R

4707Q / BA202R 
PN: KT4707QBA202R

4702Q / BA230 
PN: KT4702QBA230 

4707Q / BA230 
PN: KT4707QBA230

4702Q / BA200 
PN: KT4702QBA200

4707Q / BA200 
PN: KT4707QBA200

Bendix® 
Basic

Friction

4702Q / BB200 
PN: KT4702QBB200 

4707Q / BB200 
PN: KT4707QBB200

1443E / BB230 
PN: KT1443EBB230 

4709E2 / BB230 
PN: KT4709E2BB230

1308E / BB200 
PN: KT1308EBB200

4709E2 / BB200 
PN: KT4709E2BB200

4702Q / BB230 
PN: KT4702QBB230

4515Q / BB230 
PN: KT4515QBB230

1308E / BB230 
PN: KT1308EBB230

4311E / BB200 
PN: KT1443EBB230
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For the best solutions to your brake shoe needs, trust the brake experts at Bendix. 
Here are some of our most popular part number combinations.

Here to support you after the sale.
After the sale, you can count on our field-tested sales and service professionals, a 100% ASE-Certified field technical support 
team, and the Bendix Tech Team, available at 1-800-AIR-BRAKE. Log on and learn from the best in braking by visiting 
brake-school.com and knowledge-dock.com.

Find out more about the safety, performance, and long service life you get with Bendix remanufactured 
brake shoes. Talk to your Bendix account manager, call 1-800-AIR-BRAKE (1-800-247-2725) or visit 
foundationbrakes.com today. 

Select the best for your fleet... Bendix® Reman Shoes.

Printed on recycled paper

Reduced Stopping Distance (RSD) Friction
Maintain OEM stopping distance and 
help boost safety

Proven Brake Shoe Coating
Prevents rust jacking and cracked friction, 
lowers CSA risk

Durable Wear
Long service life, lower replacement and 
maintenance costs

High-Quality Manufacturing Process
A superior brake shoe you can rely on 

Bendix® Remanufactured Brake Shoes
Safety, performance, and long service life.

Protect Your Fleet 
with Bendix® Reman Shoes.

Is your brake shoe protecting 
you from rust jacking?

Once corrosion takes root under the friction 
block, it “bubbles up”, exerting upward force on 
the friction and causing cracks. Low quality 
friction is often brittle, making this situation worse.

Bendix only selects flexurally strong 
friction that resists the pressure of corrosion 
and cracking.

Flexurally strong 
friction resists pressure to 

help avoid cracks.

Rust jacking exerts 
upward pressure on friction, 
resulting in friction cracks.

Don’t let rust jacking steal service life. 
Get behind PermaGuard™ and OE E-Coat. 
Rust jacking can be a big issue for fleets operating in cold 
weather where there are road salts and chemicals on the 
road, and this is often a problem for trailers, too. Once 
corrosion takes root under the friction block, it “bubbles up”, 
exerting upward force on the friction and causing cracks. 

Real rust jacking protection is about much more than a 
coating. Bendix reman shoes, with PermaGuard™ coating, 
give you comprehensive  
protection against  
rust jacking  
and cracked  
friction.  

Does your brake shoe protect you 
from rust jacking?

Coining returns the shoe to OE geometry, so 
it will precisely match the friction block and 
prevent contaminant entry. Plus, it fits the 
drum properly, for better brake performance 
and wear. 

Apply proven PermaGuard Coating  
or E-Coat to protect against contaminants 
and moisture.

Most reman brakes finish here.

Bendix goes a step further.

Attach high flexural strength friction that 
resists cracking. Low quality friction is brittle 
and cracks more easily. 

1
STEP

2
STEP

3
STEP

Strong corrosion warranty protection.
Bendix OE shoe with E-Coat  
(Same warranty as our OE shoes)  5 YEARS

Bendix reman shoe with 
PermaGuardTM Coating  3 YEARS

Bendix only selects flexurally strong friction that resists the 
pressure of corrosion and cracking.

Reduced risk of CSA violation

Once corrosion takes root under the friction block, it “bubbles up”, 
exerting upward force on the friction and causing cracks. Low quality 
friction is often brittle,  making this situation worse.

CSA violation / out of service

4707Q / BA201
PN: KT4707QBA201    

4709E2 / BA201
PN: KT4709E2BA201

Bendix® OE RSD Friction

Bendix® Aftermarket RSD Friction

Non-RSD Friction

4707Q / BA201   
PN: KT4707QBA201       

4711Q / BA201       
PN: KT4711QBA201

Other Options

It takes all three steps.



If your truck was built in 2011 or later, 
you may need RSD friction.  
Don’t fall for these common myths 
in the aftermarket:
• Non-RSD replacement friction is acceptable for RSD vehicles

• RSD only applies to OEM manufacturers

• FMCSA* Regulation 393.40 (b)(2) does not apply to me
(see below)

*Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration

FMCSA 393.40 Required brake systems. 

(b)(2) Air brake systems. Buses, trucks and truck-tractors equipped with 

air brake systems and manufactured on or after March 1, 1975, and 

trailers manufactured on or after January 1, 1975, must, at a minimum, 

have a service brake system that meets the requirements of 

FMVSS – 121 in effect on the date of manufacture.

Have an RSD truck?
You must choose RSD replacement friction. 

So RSD does apply to you and your aftermarket friction 
selections. Most aftermarket friction cannot handle the heat 
of larger RSD brakes and will not deliver the same stopping 
distance as RSD friction. 

Don’t take a chance. When servicing your vehicle, the best 
choice is to replace friction “like for like” – which means 
relining with the same friction your truck was equipped with 
when it was built. If OE friction is not a viable option, Bendix 
also offers RSD-certified 20K and 23K friction options. 

Does Your Tractor Have RSD Brakes?

Yes Probably... Depending 
on Configuration

No

All tractor combinations 
starting 8/1/13

6 x 4 tractors below 59,000 GVWR, 
built since 8/1/2011

All tractor combinations built 
before 8/1/2011

How Does Your Brake Shoe Rate?

Bendix® Other Options

RSD Certification OEM RSD 
Certification

Bendix 
AM RSD

Claims to 
Meet RSD

Non-RSD

Meets Torque 
Requirement 
(Dyno Tested)

Vehicle Tested

Meets 250 ft. 
Stopping Distance 
Requirement

Meets OEM 
Requirement

Your aftermarket friction choice has a real impact out 
on the road. 

A few important things to consider when making 
your choice:

• Does my friction selection comply with FMVSS-121
for reduced stopping distances?

• Is it in accordance with OE recommendations
for my vehicle?

• Can the supplier provide evidence that the friction
has been tested to meet these requirements?

RSD Non-RSD

Popular 20K Aftermarket Friction   311 ft

Bendix® Advanced BA202R RSD Linings  235 ft

Bendix® OE RSD Friction       215 ft

Passenger Car  140 ft HYBRID

New RSD 
Requirement

250 ft

96 ft
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Here’s What 96 Feet of Roadway May Look Like

Stopping Distance ( ft )

Here’s What 96 Feet of Roadway May Look Like

HYBRID

6.5

2.5

1.5
Tractor/Trailer 
Combos

School Busses

Passenger 
Cars

0  25 50 75  96’ 

HYBRID
HYBRID HYBRID

HYBRIDHYBRID HYBRID

1.5 Tractor/Trailer Combos

2.5 School Busses

6.5 Passenger Cars

Source: Bendix® testing 2012.

* Large Truck and Bus Crash Facts, 2016, Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, May 2018.

Bendix safety technologies complement safe driving practices  
and are not intended to enable or encourage aggressive driving. 
No commercial vehicle safety technology replaces a skilled,  
alert driver exercising safe driving techniques and proactive, 
comprehensive driver training. Responsibility for the safe 
operation of the vehicle remains with the driver at all times.

Choose your friction carefully... 
there’s a lot on the line.

Stopping Distance Performance of Bendix® RSD Friction 
vs. Top Selling FMVSS – 121 Dyno-Approved Friction 

At the time of your vehicle’s manufacture, the OEM 
selected the ideal friction for your vehicle. To maintain 
this performance, Bendix always recommends selecting 
replacement friction that is OEM approved. 

Here’s why. In 2016, in 42% of crashes involving large 
trucks, the front of the truck was the point of impact.  
And the number of large truck crashes continues to increase, 
rising by 15% between 2015 and 2016 alone*. 

When selecting your replacement friction, think 
about more than just the cost. Consider: 

• Loss of vehicle, and/or driver
• Associated downtime cost
• Cargo damage/replacement
• CSA score
• Insurance cost
• Cost of possible litigation

Carefully evaluate all the potential implications 
and resulting costs – not just the immediate 
savings – before you decide. 

The right shoe can help mitigate, or potentially lessen the 
severity of a crash, making the upcharge you may pay for OE 
or RSD friction well worth the upfront investment.



If your truck was built in 2011 or later, 
you may need RSD friction.  
Don’t fall for these common myths 
in the aftermarket:
• Non-RSD replacement friction is acceptable for RSD vehicles

• RSD only applies to OEM manufacturers

• FMCSA* Regulation 393.40 (b)(2) does not apply to me
(see below)

*Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration

FMCSA 393.40 Required brake systems. 

(b)(2) Air brake systems. Buses, trucks and truck-tractors equipped with 

air brake systems and manufactured on or after March 1, 1975, and 

trailers manufactured on or after January 1, 1975, must, at a minimum, 

have a service brake system that meets the requirements of 

FMVSS – 121 in effect on the date of manufacture.

Have an RSD truck?
You must choose RSD replacement friction. 

So RSD does apply to you and your aftermarket friction 
selections. Most aftermarket friction cannot handle the heat 
of larger RSD brakes and will not deliver the same stopping 
distance as RSD friction. 

Don’t take a chance. When servicing your vehicle, the best 
choice is to replace friction “like for like” – which means 
relining with the same friction your truck was equipped with 
when it was built. If OE friction is not a viable option, Bendix 
also offers RSD-certified 20K and 23K friction options. 

Does Your Tractor Have RSD Brakes?

Yes Probably... Depending 
on Configuration

No

All tractor combinations 
starting 8/1/13

6 x 4 tractors below 59,000 GVWR, 
built since 8/1/2011

All tractor combinations built 
before 8/1/2011

How Does Your Brake Shoe Rate?

Bendix® Other Options

RSD Certification OEM RSD 
Certification

Bendix 
AM RSD

Claims to 
Meet RSD

Non-RSD

Meets Torque 
Requirement 
(Dyno Tested)

Vehicle Tested

Meets 250 ft. 
Stopping Distance 
Requirement

Meets OEM 
Requirement

Your aftermarket friction choice has a real impact out 
on the road. 

A few important things to consider when making 
your choice:

• Does my friction selection comply with FMVSS-121
for reduced stopping distances?

• Is it in accordance with OE recommendations
for my vehicle?

• Can the supplier provide evidence that the friction
has been tested to meet these requirements?

RSD Non-RSD

Popular 20K Aftermarket Friction   311 ft

Bendix® Advanced BA202R RSD Linings  235 ft

Bendix® OE RSD Friction       215 ft

Passenger Car  140 ft HYBRID

New RSD 
Requirement

250 ft

96 ft
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Source: Bendix® testing 2012.

* Large Truck and Bus Crash Facts, 2016, Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, May 2018.

Bendix safety technologies complement safe driving practices  
and are not intended to enable or encourage aggressive driving. 
No commercial vehicle safety technology replaces a skilled,  
alert driver exercising safe driving techniques and proactive, 
comprehensive driver training. Responsibility for the safe 
operation of the vehicle remains with the driver at all times.

Choose your friction carefully... 
there’s a lot on the line.

Stopping Distance Performance of Bendix® RSD Friction 
vs. Top Selling FMVSS – 121 Dyno-Approved Friction 

At the time of your vehicle’s manufacture, the OEM 
selected the ideal friction for your vehicle. To maintain 
this performance, Bendix always recommends selecting 
replacement friction that is OEM approved. 

Here’s why. In 2016, in 42% of crashes involving large 
trucks, the front of the truck was the point of impact.  
And the number of large truck crashes continues to increase, 
rising by 15% between 2015 and 2016 alone*. 

When selecting your replacement friction, think 
about more than just the cost. Consider: 

• Loss of vehicle, and/or driver
• Associated downtime cost
• Cargo damage/replacement
• CSA score
• Insurance cost
• Cost of possible litigation

Carefully evaluate all the potential implications 
and resulting costs – not just the immediate 
savings – before you decide. 

The right shoe can help mitigate, or potentially lessen the 
severity of a crash, making the upcharge you may pay for OE 
or RSD friction well worth the upfront investment.



If your truck was built in 2011 or later, 
you may need RSD friction.  
Don’t fall for these common myths 
in the aftermarket:
• Non-RSD replacement friction is acceptable for RSD vehicles

• RSD only applies to OEM manufacturers

• FMCSA* Regulation 393.40 (b)(2) does not apply to me
(see below)

*Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration

FMCSA 393.40 Required brake systems. 

(b)(2) Air brake systems. Buses, trucks and truck-tractors equipped with 

air brake systems and manufactured on or after March 1, 1975, and 

trailers manufactured on or after January 1, 1975, must, at a minimum, 

have a service brake system that meets the requirements of 

FMVSS – 121 in effect on the date of manufacture.

Have an RSD truck?
You must choose RSD replacement friction. 

So RSD does apply to you and your aftermarket friction 
selections. Most aftermarket friction cannot handle the heat 
of larger RSD brakes and will not deliver the same stopping 
distance as RSD friction. 

Don’t take a chance. When servicing your vehicle, the best 
choice is to replace friction “like for like” – which means 
relining with the same friction your truck was equipped with 
when it was built. If OE friction is not a viable option, Bendix 
also offers RSD-certified 20K and 23K friction options. 

Does Your Tractor Have RSD Brakes?

Yes Probably... Depending 
on Configuration

No

All tractor combinations 
starting 8/1/13

6 x 4 tractors below 59,000 GVWR, 
built since 8/1/2011

All tractor combinations built 
before 8/1/2011

How Does Your Brake Shoe Rate?

Bendix® Other Options

RSD Certification OEM RSD 
Certification

Bendix 
AM RSD

Claims to 
Meet RSD

Non-RSD

Meets Torque 
Requirement 
(Dyno Tested)

Vehicle Tested

Meets 250 ft. 
Stopping Distance 
Requirement

Meets OEM 
Requirement

Your aftermarket friction choice has a real impact out 
on the road. 

A few important things to consider when making 
your choice:

• Does my friction selection comply with FMVSS-121
for reduced stopping distances?

• Is it in accordance with OE recommendations
for my vehicle?

• Can the supplier provide evidence that the friction
has been tested to meet these requirements?

RSD Non-RSD

Popular 20K Aftermarket Friction   311 ft

Bendix® Advanced BA202R RSD Linings  235 ft

Bendix® OE RSD Friction       215 ft

Passenger Car  140 ft HYBRID

New RSD 
Requirement

250 ft

96 ft
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Source: Bendix® testing 2012.

* Large Truck and Bus Crash Facts, 2016, Federal Motor Carrier Safety Administration, May 2018.

Bendix safety technologies complement safe driving practices  
and are not intended to enable or encourage aggressive driving. 
No commercial vehicle safety technology replaces a skilled,  
alert driver exercising safe driving techniques and proactive, 
comprehensive driver training. Responsibility for the safe 
operation of the vehicle remains with the driver at all times.

Choose your friction carefully... 
there’s a lot on the line.

Stopping Distance Performance of Bendix® RSD Friction 
vs. Top Selling FMVSS – 121 Dyno-Approved Friction 

At the time of your vehicle’s manufacture, the OEM 
selected the ideal friction for your vehicle. To maintain 
this performance, Bendix always recommends selecting 
replacement friction that is OEM approved. 

Here’s why. In 2016, in 42% of crashes involving large 
trucks, the front of the truck was the point of impact.  
And the number of large truck crashes continues to increase, 
rising by 15% between 2015 and 2016 alone*. 

When selecting your replacement friction, think 
about more than just the cost. Consider: 

• Loss of vehicle, and/or driver
• Associated downtime cost
• Cargo damage/replacement
• CSA score
• Insurance cost
• Cost of possible litigation

Carefully evaluate all the potential implications 
and resulting costs – not just the immediate 
savings – before you decide. 

The right shoe can help mitigate, or potentially lessen the 
severity of a crash, making the upcharge you may pay for OE 
or RSD friction well worth the upfront investment.



Description Steer 
(FMSI / Friction)

Drive / Trailer
(FMSI / Friction)

Bendix® OE 
Friction

4719E2 / ES950 
PN: KT4719E2950

4709E2 / ES420 
PN: KT4709E2420

TRAILER 
ONLY

4719E2 / ES950 
PN: KT4719E2950 

4726E2 / ES420 
PN: KT4726E2420

4725E2 / ES950 
PN: KT4725E2950

4726E2 / ES420 
PN: KT4726E2420

4720Q / ES420 
PN: KT4720Q420

4707Q / ES420 
PN: KT4707Q420

4715Q / ES600 
PN: KT4715Q600

4711Q / ES420 
PN: KT4711Q420

Bendix® 
Advanced 

Friction

4719E2 / BA202R 
PN: KT4719E2BA202R 

4726E2 / BA202R 
PN: KT4726E2BA202R

TRAILER 
ONLY

4719E2 / BA202R 
PN: KT4719E2BA232R 

4709E2 / BA202R 
PN: KT4709E2BA232R

4720Q / BA202R 
PN: KT4720QBA202R

4707Q / BA202R 
PN: KT4707QBA202R

4702Q / BA230 
PN: KT4702QBA230 

4707Q / BA230 
PN: KT4707QBA230

4702Q / BA200 
PN: KT4702QBA200

4707Q / BA200 
PN: KT4707QBA200

Bendix® 
Basic

Friction

4702Q / BB200 
PN: KT4702QBB200 

4707Q / BB200 
PN: KT4707QBB200

1443E / BB230 
PN: KT1443EBB230 

4709E2 / BB230 
PN: KT4709E2BB230

1308E / BB200 
PN: KT1308EBB200

4709E2 / BB200 
PN: KT4709E2BB200

4702Q / BB230 
PN: KT4702QBB230

4515Q / BB230 
PN: KT4515QBB230

1308E / BB230 
PN: KT1308EBB230

4311E / BB200 
PN: KT1443EBB230
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For the best solutions to your brake shoe needs, trust the brake experts at Bendix. 
Here are some of our most popular part number combinations.

Here to support you after the sale.
After the sale, you can count on our field-tested sales and service professionals, a 100% ASE-Certified field technical support 
team, and the Bendix Tech Team, available at 1-800-AIR-BRAKE. Log on and learn from the best in braking by visiting 
brake-school.com and knowledge-dock.com.

Find out more about the safety, performance, and long service life you get with Bendix remanufactured 
brake shoes. Talk to your Bendix account manager, call 1-800-AIR-BRAKE (1-800-247-2725) or visit 
foundationbrakes.com today. 

Select the best for your fleet... Bendix® Reman Shoes.

Printed on recycled paper

Reduced Stopping Distance (RSD) Friction
Maintain OEM stopping distance and 
help boost safety

Proven Brake Shoe Coating
Prevents rust jacking and cracked friction, 
lowers CSA risk

Durable Wear
Long service life, lower replacement and 
maintenance costs

High-Quality Manufacturing Process
A superior brake shoe you can rely on 

Bendix® Remanufactured Brake Shoes
Safety, performance, and long service life.

Protect Your Fleet 
with Bendix® Reman Shoes.

Is your brake shoe protecting 
you from rust jacking?

Once corrosion takes root under the friction 
block, it “bubbles up”, exerting upward force on 
the friction and causing cracks. Low quality 
friction is often brittle, making this situation worse.

Bendix only selects flexurally strong 
friction that resists the pressure of corrosion 
and cracking.

Flexurally strong 
friction resists pressure to 

help avoid cracks.

Rust jacking exerts 
upward pressure on friction, 
resulting in friction cracks.

Don’t let rust jacking steal service life. 
Get behind PermaGuard™ and OE E-Coat. 
Rust jacking can be a big issue for fleets operating in cold 
weather where there are road salts and chemicals on the 
road, and this is often a problem for trailers, too. Once 
corrosion takes root under the friction block, it “bubbles up”, 
exerting upward force on the friction and causing cracks. 

Real rust jacking protection is about much more than a 
coating. Bendix reman shoes, with PermaGuard™ coating, 
give you comprehensive  
protection against  
rust jacking  
and cracked  
friction.  

Does your brake shoe protect you 
from rust jacking?

Coining returns the shoe to OE geometry, so 
it will precisely match the friction block and 
prevent contaminant entry. Plus, it fits the 
drum properly, for better brake performance 
and wear. 

Apply proven PermaGuard Coating  
or E-Coat to protect against contaminants 
and moisture.

Most reman brakes finish here.

Bendix goes a step further.

Attach high flexural strength friction that 
resists cracking. Low quality friction is brittle 
and cracks more easily. 

1
STEP

2
STEP

3
STEP

Strong corrosion warranty protection.
Bendix OE shoe with E-Coat  
(Same warranty as our OE shoes)  5 YEARS

Bendix reman shoe with 
PermaGuardTM Coating  3 YEARS

Bendix only selects flexurally strong friction that resists the 
pressure of corrosion and cracking.

Reduced risk of CSA violation

Once corrosion takes root under the friction block, it “bubbles up”, 
exerting upward force on the friction and causing cracks. Low quality 
friction is often brittle,  making this situation worse.

CSA violation / out of service

4707Q / BA201
PN: KT4707QBA201    

4709E2 / BA201
PN: KT4709E2BA201

Bendix® OE RSD Friction

Bendix® Aftermarket RSD Friction

Non-RSD Friction

4707Q / BA201   
PN: KT4707QBA201       

4711Q / BA201       
PN: KT4711QBA201

Other Options

It takes all three steps.



Description Steer 
(FMSI / Friction)

Drive / Trailer
(FMSI / Friction)

Bendix® OE 
Friction

4719E2 / ES950 
PN: KT4719E2950

4709E2 / ES420 
PN: KT4709E2420

TRAILER 
ONLY

4719E2 / ES950 
PN: KT4719E2950 

4726E2 / ES420 
PN: KT4726E2420

4725E2 / ES950 
PN: KT4725E2950

4726E2 / ES420 
PN: KT4726E2420

4720Q / ES420 
PN: KT4720Q420

4707Q / ES420 
PN: KT4707Q420

4715Q / ES600 
PN: KT4715Q600

4711Q / ES420 
PN: KT4711Q420

Bendix® 
Advanced 

Friction

4719E2 / BA202R 
PN: KT4719E2BA202R 

4726E2 / BA202R 
PN: KT4726E2BA202R

TRAILER 
ONLY

4719E2 / BA202R 
PN: KT4719E2BA232R 

4709E2 / BA202R 
PN: KT4709E2BA232R

4720Q / BA202R 
PN: KT4720QBA202R

4707Q / BA202R 
PN: KT4707QBA202R

4702Q / BA230 
PN: KT4702QBA230 

4707Q / BA230 
PN: KT4707QBA230

4702Q / BA200 
PN: KT4702QBA200

4707Q / BA200 
PN: KT4707QBA200

Bendix® 
Basic

Friction

4702Q / BB200 
PN: KT4702QBB200 

4707Q / BB200 
PN: KT4707QBB200

1443E / BB230 
PN: KT1443EBB230 

4709E2 / BB230 
PN: KT4709E2BB230

1308E / BB200 
PN: KT1308EBB200

4709E2 / BB200 
PN: KT4709E2BB200

4702Q / BB230 
PN: KT4702QBB230

4515Q / BB230 
PN: KT4515QBB230

1308E / BB230 
PN: KT1308EBB230

4311E / BB200 
PN: KT1443EBB230
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For the best solutions to your brake shoe needs, trust the brake experts at Bendix. 
Here are some of our most popular part number combinations.

Here to support you after the sale.
After the sale, you can count on our field-tested sales and service professionals, a 100% ASE-Certified field technical support 
team, and the Bendix Tech Team, available at 1-800-AIR-BRAKE. Log on and learn from the best in braking by visiting 
brake-school.com and knowledge-dock.com.

Find out more about the safety, performance, and long service life you get with Bendix remanufactured 
brake shoes. Talk to your Bendix account manager, call 1-800-AIR-BRAKE (1-800-247-2725) or visit 
foundationbrakes.com today. 

Select the best for your fleet... Bendix® Reman Shoes.

Printed on recycled paper

Reduced Stopping Distance (RSD) Friction
Maintain OEM stopping distance and 
help boost safety

Proven Brake Shoe Coating
Prevents rust jacking and cracked friction, 
lowers CSA risk

Durable Wear
Long service life, lower replacement and 
maintenance costs

High-Quality Manufacturing Process
A superior brake shoe you can rely on 

Bendix® Remanufactured Brake Shoes
Safety, performance, and long service life.

Protect Your Fleet 
with Bendix® Reman Shoes.

Is your brake shoe protecting 
you from rust jacking?

Once corrosion takes root under the friction 
block, it “bubbles up”, exerting upward force on 
the friction and causing cracks. Low quality 
friction is often brittle, making this situation worse.

Bendix only selects flexurally strong 
friction that resists the pressure of corrosion 
and cracking.

Flexurally strong 
friction resists pressure to 

help avoid cracks.

Rust jacking exerts 
upward pressure on friction, 
resulting in friction cracks.

Don’t let rust jacking steal service life. 
Get behind PermaGuard™ and OE E-Coat. 
Rust jacking can be a big issue for fleets operating in cold 
weather where there are road salts and chemicals on the 
road, and this is often a problem for trailers, too. Once 
corrosion takes root under the friction block, it “bubbles up”, 
exerting upward force on the friction and causing cracks. 

Real rust jacking protection is about much more than a 
coating. Bendix reman shoes, with PermaGuard™ coating, 
give you comprehensive  
protection against  
rust jacking  
and cracked  
friction.  

Does your brake shoe protect you 
from rust jacking?

Coining returns the shoe to OE geometry, so 
it will precisely match the friction block and 
prevent contaminant entry. Plus, it fits the 
drum properly, for better brake performance 
and wear. 

Apply proven PermaGuard Coating  
or E-Coat to protect against contaminants 
and moisture.

Most reman brakes finish here.

Bendix goes a step further.

Attach high flexural strength friction that 
resists cracking. Low quality friction is brittle 
and cracks more easily. 

1
STEP

2
STEP

3
STEP

Strong corrosion warranty protection.
Bendix OE shoe with E-Coat  
(Same warranty as our OE shoes)  5 YEARS

Bendix reman shoe with 
PermaGuardTM Coating  3 YEARS

Bendix only selects flexurally strong friction that resists the 
pressure of corrosion and cracking.

Reduced risk of CSA violation

Once corrosion takes root under the friction block, it “bubbles up”, 
exerting upward force on the friction and causing cracks. Low quality 
friction is often brittle,  making this situation worse.

CSA violation / out of service

4707Q / BA201
PN: KT4707QBA201    

4709E2 / BA201
PN: KT4709E2BA201

Bendix® OE RSD Friction

Bendix® Aftermarket RSD Friction

Non-RSD Friction

4707Q / BA201   
PN: KT4707QBA201       

4711Q / BA201       
PN: KT4711QBA201

Other Options

It takes all three steps.




